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Provides everything women need to appearance their personal best, not by following fashion tendencies, but
by spotlighting their best features to create the most flattering and timeless appearance possible.
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Good Book I never really took house economics, i only wore uniforms in college and my mother isnt very
girly, so knowing how to be fashionable and keeping a wardrobe was/is a learning procedure. The
information in this book is not outdated and is incredibly invaluable. Questionaires about choice are included
in addition to a measurement worksheet to help the reader straighten out the information being
presented.So how does this book help? Book review Very helpful information. It definitely reiterated many
of the items that I've been taught, however many of the suggestions, techniques and worksheets were so
useful! It orders you to create as many outfits as possible with each content of keep-able clothes and
make a chart of these outfits. Then it lets you know how exactly to go a little bit additional and create
capsule wardrobes. This is what I think im missing. There are some various other great tidbits on how to
use line, shape and color to accentuate your body.Frankly there are several other books available that offer
virtually identical information, but I'd still recommend having that one on hand as a reference. It was
GREAT!Overall i really like this book. I would suggest it to anyone trying to develop a wardrobe specifically
those simply entering the workforce. At first, I was VERY skeptical as this book can be copyrighted 1996
but I couldn't have already been more wrong! Great book! The guidance offered is sound, nevertheless, and
irrespective of outdated style lines in the illustrations they clearly convey the concept being illustrated.In
addition to the illustrations the reader is asked to evaluater her closet using charts and graphs. I spent

countless dollars on "onetime" outfits and have a great deal of clothes but nothing to wear. Love this book.
It is a bit outdated but is easy to have the overall idea. The advice is not dated but some various other
illustrations are. Gives guidance on clothing designs that are flattering to particular forms in addition to
colors, textures, etc. Some principles are never out of style - even though the fashion scenery keeps
changing (often faster than we consumers can keep up with) there's great simple information in this book.
Fashion trends may become outdated nevertheless personal style and advancement never goes out of
style...use it to assist you organize and edit your wardrobe so you don't waste money buying things that
simply won't work.I am a professional image consultant, and I take advantage of most of the details in
this book by myself wardrobe and when working with clients. The individual garments purchased will change
from individual to individual, however the guiding principles will work for you if you work them! Good Closet
and Style Advice is certainly Never Out-Dated This book is on a recommended reading list for those
individuals who are trying to be certified as an image consultant with one of the top associations in the
world. A Good Reference This book is a solid reference piece with useful illustrations. Im likely to end up
being honest, with a few changes of size, the illustrations/pictures could be used for someone who is even
more of a classic design. Then it offers you a plan for building your closet which is what most other book
neglect to do. Go through it once, after that read through it again. This book is fantastic and I definitely
suggest it to anyone who is attempting to define their personal design and build their closet around it. I
desire I had this publication back a few years ago when I was in senior high school and college. Five Stars
good reference Suitable for 90s It's a well-written book, but fashion/clothing style is outdated. It could
sound like a whole lot of information but it can be an easy, managable approachThe manner in which these
concepts are illustrated is the real strength of the piece-if the reader is quite visual this is the book to
have. I've purchased several over the years an end up giving away. Good for those that sew and the ones
just trying to construct a wardrobe. It does the usual by letting you know to identify your look, purge
your closets and begin a wardrobe using what is left. Great foundational tips with heart! Quick and easy
read with lots of visual examples that managed to get easy to understand. Have everything This book is
good, helpful therefore complete, is everything here, great work by miss Nix-Rice/// Great book Useful.

The graphs, charts, and questionaires in the book also provide reader choices for reflection. It's easy to
understand. I trust various other reviewers that the designs and color palettes could benefit from an
update.
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